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Abstract: Distribution of wealth is a fundamental and essential concern of economy ever. It is a hot issue
among the economists that what kind of distribution should be made and adopted to prevent economies from
the financial crunch and economic crises. It also caters to the challenges of disparity among the individuals and
nations. The study strives to spell and explain tools and sources of distribution of wealth in Islam especially
secondary sources. Islamic system is a divine and human friendly system which has all the best characteristics
based on Sharia. It is found that the Islamic theory presents an efficient and amicable way of distribution which
may be pivotal to eliminate poverty and facilitates all non active participants of the society in the production
of wealth. Further it is found that the Islamic theory of distribution establishes a realistic and practical system
of economy which enables all and sundry of the society to fulfil their basic needs fairly and eliminates the
concentration of wealth.
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INTRODUCTION Secondary Heads: It is also called redistribution of wealth

The concept of distribution of wealth in Islam differs the process of production and do not meet their needs
from capitalism and socialism. It is based on divine themselves therefore secondary heads addresses This
scripture with moral and ethical values addressing segment of the people i.e. orphans, widows, children,
humanity, sympathy, forgiveness,  generosity  and wayfarer, poor and needy in their wealth. This study
charity. There are two kinds of heads relating to the focuses the tools and sources of the redistribution with
distribution of  wealth  in  Islam,  i.e.  primary  and reference to Islam. The theoretical consideration of each
secondary  heads. In fact, these two are quite distinct. tool and source are given below:

Primary Heads: Distribution of  wealth  among  the Zakat (Legal Alms): The Legal Alms is a financial
factors  of  production  those  participate in the  process obligation and worship on Muslims. It is an accepted
of production directly i.e. Land, Labor, Capital and truth that the Islamic law is very simple and easy in regard
Entrepreneur are called primary heads. Their rewards are of Legal Alms [1]. It remained in practice in every era and
rent, wage, interest and profit respectively. Whereas every Sharia with difference of amount and usage. The
wealth is produced by the joint efforts of these four Quran has mentioned it 114 places [2]. Allah says: “And
factors and they get their shares according to the market be firm in devotion, pay the Legal alms”, [3]. God says
mechanism. In Islamic system the actual factors of “They ask you what they should give “tell them the least
production are first three. Moreover interest is strictly amount you can spare” [4]. The lexical meanings of the
forbidden in Islam and return on capital is based on word  Zakat is  purification,  blessings  and  charity  [5].
profit/loss sharing. It  means to take out a part of one’s wealth at the year-end

because in a society, all the people are not participants in
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Situational Conditions legal Alms Being Obligatory:
Category of Wealth Nisab Rate of Zakat
Gold 7 ½ Tola or 87.50 grams approximately 2.5%
Silver 52 ½ Tola or 612.35 grams approximately 2.5%
Cash If the amount of currency possessed by the person equals to the value of the Nisab 2.5%

for silver or 200 Dirhams
Cattle (Sheep/Goat) 1. 40 to 120 goats or sheep 1. One goat of one year old 

2. 121 to 200 goats or sheep 2. Two ewes 
3. Above that, for every hundred 3. One ewes 

Bull and cow 30 to 39 One calf of one year or older
40 to 59 One calf of two years
For every 60 Two years old calf
For each additional 30 One year old calf
For each additional 40 Two years old calf

Camel 5 to 9 camels One goat
10 to 14 camels Two goats
15 to 19 camels Three goats
44 camels or less One ewe for every five camels
On anything above that, up to A she-camel in its second year
Thirty-five camels.

Irrigated land 1. Naturally irrigated land One tenth of the produce
2. Artificially irrigated land One twentieth of the produce

Mines One fifth of the produce
Source: Malik (2009), Islam: beliefs and practices [09]

or  on the completion of the year for the sake of Allah and the above verse of the Quran that there are two
give it to deserving and needy person and making him the conditions to determine your charity right firstly rightness
owner of that part and having no claim of one on it, at all and secondly sincerity. There is no righteousness of
the needy recipients should not be from the prodigy of charity without sincerity. So, the charity given with
the Hashim or the slave set free from Hashimi. Zakat is the pretension and hypocrisy is not valid in the Sharia and
fortieth (40 ) part of wealth or equivalent to that to replace showing off should be avoided.th

it. [06-08].

Inheritance: Islam gives individuals, right to own is plural of Nafqah which means to spend. Every person
property and wealth, same as a segment of their wealth is has the responsibility of spending on oneself. If he/she is
shared with others in the family and in the community not in earning position his/her kid(s) responsibility will be
through a system of Zakat, Sadqat (charities), Hiba (Gift) on the shoulders of his/her closest relatives. A Father is
and law of Inheritance. Islam uses these laws and moral responsible for his kids' expenses. They may live with him
responsibilities to assert distribution of wealth and or not. Expenses of father will be the responsibility of
discourage concentration of wealth within the elites. son(s). A father or mother has the right to get expenses as
Inheritance in between the two people becomes an issue from the wealth of the son(s), whether the son(s) is aware
when any one of the following reasons exists: of it or not. Whereas the responsibility of maintenance

Blood relationship because a wife spends most of her time in the service of
The child presented with a claim by the woman her husband It is an agreed issue among all the schools of
Wed lock thoughts that it is an obligation upon a husband same as
Relationship of ownership allowance becomes an obligation in case when a person
More than one Reason to become an heir [10]. has more than what he/she needs and the relatives are

Charities (Sadqah): The word for charity Sadqah means
true,  truth  and  the  plural is Sudaqat. Lexicographically, Spending and Expanding in the Way of God: The lexical
it is part of wealth which is spent primarily for the pleasure meaning of the phrase in the cause of God means every
of God with sincerity. “The wealth which a person gives pure action which is meant for the pleasure of God and to
away for the sake of pleasure of God with the intention of seek closeness of God. When this phrase is uttered in
reward is called charity”[11]. This word is commonly used absolute and particular way it usually means a religious
in the Quran and Sunnah. God has very clearly stated in war and its frequent and common use has given it the

Maintenance Allowances for Children: The word Nafqat

allowance of a wife is the responsibility of the husband

needy.
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meaning of religious war [12]. God says: “O believers go tributary tax are the two kinds of revenues that relate to
out in the cause of God, (whether) light or heavy and the non Muslims citizens of an Islamic state. They are the
strive  in  the  service  of  God,  wealth  and  soul”  [13]. non Muslims who are under the protection of the
This phrase is used in the Quran in its both lexical and Muslims. The non Muslims who agree to come under the
terminological meanings. But there is a difference in both control of the Islamic state through some peace contract
of them, in regard of the orders, for example wherever this are called contractees [20-22].
phrase is used in its lexical meaning there is no
consideration of any conditions and limits as in the Quran Endowment: The property or anything else which is
God says “(Give to) the needy who are engaged in the devoted to God is called Endowment. It’s income is spent
service of God “[14]. This means that the needy, the on the poor, wayfarers, people in debt, relatives, orphans
emigrants and the students of religion who are purely etc. It is an optional charity to keep the flow of wealth
engaged in religious education. “The semblance of those from rich to the poor. It is a non obligatory charity to keep
who expend their wealth in the way of God.” [15]. the flow of wealth from rich to the poor. After the

Booty: Wealth and property of infidels that Muslims get expand  the  flow  of  wealth  from rich to help the poor.
during the war as a gain of war is called booty. This booty One of them is to establish an endowment. Anything
is to be divided into five parts in this way that out of the made a trust cannot be sold or given as a gift and it
five parts four parts will be divided among the participants cannot be returned to the heirs after the death of the
of the war. Besides them, people whose names are person It cannot be distributed as well trust or
regularly registered in the annals of the soldiers or those endowment is that part of wealth or property or the both
people  have  not  taken  part practically in the war but which a Person declares as trust during his lifetime with
have  been  engaged  in  the  preparation  of  war   [16]. sensibility, health and physical and mental fitness [23].
The remaining fifth part will be spent on the expenditures During his life the Prophet himself made a trust and
about  which  God  says:  “Know  that one fifth of what encouraged his companions to do so. God says: “You will
you acquire as booty (of war) is for the God and his never come to piety unless you spend of things you love”
Apostle, for relatives, orphans and the poor wayfarers.” [24].
[17].

Poll Tax: This is the tax which is paid by non Muslims for is to do a favour to a stranger. In Sharia it means to give
their life and property protection and general services to something without any payment [25]. The Prophet says:
an Islamic government individually. When the Muslims “Give and take gift and present in between. It creates love
get engaged in war with the pagans and the pagans in between” [26]. The wisdom of giving gift is to increase
agreed to pay the poll tax, then war with them is not economical favour. Although, the law of gift and present
lawful. It is the proof of their submission. If they refuse to does not apply the condition of poverty and the needy,
pay the poll tax, waging war against them will be lawful. yet our purpose here is to discuss the aspect which
Abu Bakr says in this regard:’ Accept the poll tax from the becomes the reason of the welfare of the poor. If a person
people who agree to pay it and who resort to fighting has extra wealth even after meeting his personal rights
wage war against them’ [18]. The Prophet was ordered to and duties it is good for him to spend that wealth to the
keep on fighting the people of the Book till they yield needy and the poor to console their economic woes” [27].
themselves to the control of the Muslims or agree to pay Stern warning has been mentioned from prophet about
the poll tax [19]. taking back the thing whatever is given once as a gift.

Tributary Payment: Tithe and tributary payments both the dog that vomits and then licks back what he omits”
are the land taxes implemented by an Islamic government [28]. If no condition was attached to that grant the thing
on land under cultivation. The difference between the two will go to the heirs after the death of that person, whom it
is that, the tithe is not only a tax but it is embodied of was granted for life time. The prophet said: “To whom a
worships, whereas tributary payment is only a tax. It does thing is given or it is given to his heirs it is meant for
not have any status of worship tithe is particularly him/her to whom it is given. The thing will not return to
attached to the Muslims and tributary payment is the one who has granted it because he has granted such
attached to the Lands of non Muslims. The poll tax and a thing in which inheritance will keep on going [29].

distribution of the living many arrangements made to

Gift and Presents (Hiba): A lexical meaning of Hiba (Gift)

“One who takes back whatever is given as a gift, is like
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Loan Without Interest: Loan without interest is a The difference is about the payment of interest amount
beneficial source in Islam for the help of poor and needy which is being paid to the depositor periodically. The
to enter into any productive business. It is a system in bank  also  uses  the amount in interest based business.
which a rich person provides benefits, in such a way that But  in  securities  with  the  condition  to use them the
the loaner does not get anything from the Loanee [30]. idea  of  interest on either side is not the consideration.
Allah says: “Who will give a goodly loan to God? Which The bank deposits are used in particular business by the
he might double many times” [31]. But at the same time bank for investment of it to generate more. According to
the debtor is sternly warned that goodly loan does not to the Islamic point of view profit from securities to eradicate
be usurped mean that even being able to pay it back. It is the condemned method and stops the particular way of
good to pay it back as soon as any one is able to repay use of it by saving the owner of the wealth from the fatal
.The Prophet severely warned the people who despite of below of interest. It meets out the needs of the people like
being able to pay back the goodly loan, do not pay it trade industry, agriculture, etc. It does not take the course
back. “All sins of a martyr are redeemed except loan” [32]. like of a bank that concentrates wealth in a few hands and
It is distinguished feature of Islam, on one hand destroys common people by letting them to slide into
encouragement is there to help one’s brother, but on the poverty [38].
other hand the person whose help is done is also warned
that  he  should  not  violate  the  right   of   his  brother. Vows and Obligations: Islam gives much importance to
As  soon  as there  is  a possibility, it is to be returned. taking care of the poor and the pauper. It can be seen from
The Prophet says: “Using delaying tactics by the wealthy the offering of vows and oblivious. There are some sins
is a way of oppression” [33]. committed by a person, can be redeemed through some

Borrowing: The word Aariah means borrowing. It means the oath, the injunction for him is feeding ten persons
to give things or belongings to someone else without any who are poor, with food that you give to your own
benefit. It is not possible to every person to make or buy families or clothing them, or freeing a slave but he who
it. Islam creates such a spirit in the society that they pass cannot  do,  so  he  should  fast  for three days” [39].
their lives by sharing. This spirit of sharing creates a long Similar when a person makes a vow for something that
lasting effect among them. Islam does not like those such and such work of him if be done he will give that
people, even those observing prayers but do not give much amount in charity. Now it’s obligatory to him that
everyday use things to each other [34]. The Quran says: whatever vow he has made must complete it for the sake
“Woe to those who pray but who are oblivious of their of God. Allah says: “fulfil your vows” [40]. There is
moral duties, who dissimulate and withhold things of another point to ponder that in the above mentioned
common use (from others).”[35]. This is a particular way verse God has also given the order to Fast in case of not
of encouragement and presentation, where on one hand being doing other things. This is to make him realize the
a Muslim is induced to help out his other Muslim brother hunger of a poor person. The implementation of the
and, on the other hand, it warns not to use excuses and Islamic system of economy does not only provide safety
delaying tactics or shilly-shally in giving things to the and security but it also consider self respect and that the
brother and devour it. self respect of the poor that should not be hurt. The rich

Securities: One of the ingredients of the Islamic system he is a burden on the society. He is rather a blessing for
of distribution of wealth is securities. It means a person’s the rich and the sinner because due to them your
deposits wealth or profit to another person as security repentance is accepted [41].
with permission to make use of it. If there comes up a need
to the trustee. In this way the utility of securities as part Charity of Fitrana: It should be given after the
of  the  distribution  of wealth cannot be denied. In this completion of observance of the whole month of
way  many  needs  of the needy people can be met [36]. Ramadan. The economic philosophy of this charity at the
The Prophet says: “Security is a kind of financial help.” end of Ramadan is that the rich fasting people should
[37]. Hence, securities have particular importance in frantically have realized the hunger of the poor and the
collective economy. This is what the banking system is needy. So Islam has made them to express their
running on nowadays. The excess money is deposited acceptance of the hunger and of the need and the poor by
with  a  bank  and  is  taken back at the depositor’s will. putting them under the obligation of paying charity at the

financial Obligations. For example: A person who breaks

is made to realize that every poor person is not meant nor
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end of Ramadan. This is a practical step to be taken condition of legal alms and it should be spent on the
towards the elimination of their hunger and needs [42]. expense heads of legal alms If a non Muslim under the
The Prophet made payment of fitrana an obligation. It is protection of the Muslim state passes by the office, he
up to a portion of date or barley and it is an obligation on should  be  charged  twentieth part  (1/20)  of  the goods.
all Muslims i.e. free, slave, male, female, young and old. It should be taken as the poll tax and tributary payment
The Prophet said about the fitrana that it should be paid [49-50].
before  coming  to  offer prayers of the festival-Eid [43].
The right time of the charity is before the prayer of the Excess Tax: The income of an Islamic state in normal
festival-Eid. It is desirable to pay it before to facilitate the situation is sufficient enough to take care of the needy.
poor and the needy for the festival so that. These people But sometimes income is insufficient due to some
can meet their needs easily and earlier. This charity can be unfortunate and unexpected situations e.g. Wartime,
paid to all those people who deserve the payment of the famine and calamities etc. Income of the government
legal alms. The charity amount of one person can be paid comes from the legal charities if it is insufficient to meet
to one person or more than one person. It is lawful to pay out the emergencies. The Government has to resort to
the  charity  amount  of many persons to one person [44]. apply and implement welfare taxes on the rich and the
It creates an efficient and effective system of distribution wealthy. This kind of tax is called an excess tax. It should
of wealth. be noted that the excess tax does not translate the present

Sacrifice: The sacrifice is another way to share the needs comfort and easy rather than luxuries. It is absolutely
and our happiness with others. Allah says: “So serve against justice and peace [51-52].
your Lord with full dedication and sacrifice” [45]. The
Prophet says: “O the people, sacrifice for every family in Land Revenue (Tax): It is the tax rent or revenue which is
every year is obligatory [46]. There are two kind things levied on the land given on the yearly rent for cultivation
among the achievements of the Abraham. First that has or something else. In the terminology of Islam the land
been particularly attached to a particular place and made which is given on charges of cultivation and no tithe and
an obligation for pilgrims like stoning the devils at Mina, tributary payment are collected from them, it is called the
doing errands between Safa and Murwa and completing land of the state which is rendered hairless and then taken
seven circumambulations. Second, the thing is not related into the Public Exchequer or these are the lands which
to a particular place and can be performed at any place, become trust for the Muslims after the war and
like the sacrifice of animals. It is made an obligation for all consequent. These are given on charges or rent to the
the Umma through a common law or order” [47]. people who want to work with them in determined wages

Toll Tax (Ushoor): It was the custom of Iran’s and the Those used to rare bees and part of the product was
Roman’s states that when a Muslim trader used to enter given to the public exchequer. A person Bilal of Banu
in their frontier with trade goods they used to charge a Mataan came to the Prophet with tithe in shape of honey.
determined duty tax from him. If he used to enter into the He requested that for the purpose a valley be assigned,
states many times a year he had to pay the duty or tax on the Prophet assigned. when Omar Farooq became the
each and every entry. But when a non Muslim trader Caliph the Governor of Taif Sufiyan Bin Waheed asked
enters with the trade goods into an Islamic state no tax or him about what to be done with the valley of Bilal, Omar
duty was charged from him. That was causing the trade Farooq replied: If he keeps on paying the tithe fifth of his
deficit so; the issue was brought forward to Omar, he had bees like he did in the time of the Prophet the valley
a complete deliberation on it and then ordered his officials should remain assigned to him. In another case his bees
and  governors  of the states to charge the same kind of of the valley are like the forest bees of whose honey is
tax or duty on the trade goods [48]. This tax is known as open to everyone so who ever likes to have it [54].
Ushoor (tenth part). A collector of the tenth part is a
person who is appointed or assigned by the leader to Hunt or Treasure of the Sea: Sea products are also
collect taxes from traders. He is to protect them from the important kinds of production and income generating
attack of thieves on the way. When a Muslim trader resources of many governments. This source was not
passes through the collector with his trade goods, he found in the times of the Prophet and Abu Bakr but
should be charged him it fortieth part according to the gradually,  when  the  water  of the Arabian Peninsula was

day government tax which she imposes for the use of its

[53]. The Prophet assigned some valleys to some people.
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taken into control by the Muslims the issue of the They should create an environment to drive the
revenues was raised. Omar Farooq imposed this new policies for efficient use of the mentioned tools and
revenue on some production of the sea like ambergris and sources.
pearls. Researchers, intellectuals and policy makers should

Additional Functions: Besides the above mentioned system.
sources of income there are miscellaneous sources of Islamic banking and financial Institutions should be
income for an Islamic state. They are called additional involved to make policies in well-organized manner
functions. The following incomes may come under the for collection and distribution.
miscellaneous income: (1) Unclaimed inheritance of a This study further suggests empirical modeling of
Muslim or of a non Muslim under the protection of an each head, to quantify the effect of these heads on
Islamic state. (2) The property of a Muslim gone apostate. economy and society as well. 
(3) Inheritance of a non Muslim under the protection of an
Islamic state revolted against it [55]. (4) Income from the REFERENCES
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